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1. Identities linked on the Internet 

A user’s “Identity” on the Internet plays an impor-
tant role in terms of enabling that user to comfortably
and safely access personal services suited to his or her
own tastes and usage style. At the moment, however,
commonly used identity management and application
technologies present the following problems.

1. Lack of interoperability
An inordinate number of identity-related tech-
nologies and services without interoperability
results in complex user information manage-
ment and operations.

2. User anxiety regarding security and privacy
There is distrust regarding unauthorized collec-
tion and use of personal information and anxiety
about dependence on closed technologies.

3. Excessive concentration of personal information 
The concentrated collection of personal infor-
mation by specified organizations is inhibiting
healthy development of the industry.

In order to resolve these problems, the Liberty
Alliance is studying technical frameworks for open
and secure distributed (linked) identity management

and applications that also offer a high degree of inter-
operability (Fig. 1). The Liberty Alliance framework
can be applied to a variety of authentication domains
(gatherings of cooperating companies and organiza-
tions that accommodate authentication results) in
keeping with the usage scene (Fig. 2).

The Liberty Alliance is conducting activities
according to goals set for specific phases. Already,
specifications for a single sign-on technology, the tar-
get of the first phase, are complete, and are now avail-
able to the public (ver. 1.1). Currently, the Alliance is
working on technical specifications for the second
phase, “Sharing of Personal Information based on
User Authorization,” with plans for completion by
the middle of this year.

2. Phase 1: Single sign-on

Technical specifications for the first phase of the
Liberty Alliance’s activities achieve “single sign-on”
to allow a user to access multiple services with a sin-
gle authorization. Already, major vendors such as
Sun Microsystems and Hewlett Packard have
expressed their support for the Phase 1 specifications.
The main features of these specifications are as fol-
lows.
• Because this method links identities managed by

various providers, it is possible to take advantage of
the individual initiatives of providers and avoid the
risk of privacy invasion through central manage-
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ment of identity information.
• Users can access applications through standard

Web browsers.

The goal of the specifications is to enable the use of
single sign-on technologies from a wide range of ter-
minals to allow applications even from mobile
phones, which have limited resources, by introducing
Liberty Alliance proxies on the network side.

3. Phase 1 (single sign-on) mechanisms

The framework for the first phase, single sign-on, is

made up of the user, the service provider, and the
identity provider (IDP). The service provider is a
company or organization that actually provides the
user with various services, while the IDP is one that
links user identities and performs authorization. Once
the user has signed on to the IDP, he or she can access
the services of service providers connected with that
IDP without having to sign on again (Fig. 3).

First, as preparation, the user links the identity at
the IDP with the identity at the service provider. An
alias is used in both cases, so that the user’s true iden-
tity cannot be leaked from one provider to the other;
this ensures that privacy is protected and that the

Fig. 1.   Identity management model.

Fig. 2.   Examples of trust domains.
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independence of the service provider is maintained.
Next, the user carries out authentication processing
for the relevant service providers. The following are
some of the more common processes involved:

(1) The user signs on to the IDP (single sign-on).
(2) The user requests services from the service

provider.
(3) The service provider requests authentication

from the IDP through redirections.
(4) The user’s authentication ticket is passed from

the IDP to the service provider.
(5) The user begins using the service provider’s

service.
(6) If the user wants to user another service

provider, steps (2) to (5) are repeated.

4. Toward Phase 2 (sharing of personal information)

In Phase 2, the Alliance will establish technical
specifications for sharing personal information
(names, contact numbers, addresses, etc.) among ser-
vice providers. Furthermore, Liberty Alliance func-
tions will become accessible across differing authen-
tication domains.

When Phase 2 comes to fruition, users will be able
to access personalized services from a variety of ser-
vice providers without having to input the same per-
sonal information over and over again. Meanwhile,
service providers will have a greater opportunity to
cooperate with other service providers to offer even
more personalized services to a greater number of
users.

5. Status of NTT Group participation 
and activities

Two companies from the NTT Group—NTT and
NTT DoCoMo—are participating in the Liberty
Alliance. NTT, in particular its laboratories, proposes
specifications and develops technologies that take
advantage of newly established ones.
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Fig. 3.   Sketch of Liberty Alliance single sign-on.
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